Mechanisms of successive modes of erythrocyte stability and instability in the presence of various polymers.
Upon examination in real time of the adhesion of human erythrocytes by observing cells suspended by ultrasonic radiation force in solutions of dextran, polylysine, and polyethylene glycol, it was reported earlier that concave-ended cell pairs and rouleaux are seen in low (0.5-2.0% w/v) concentrations of Dextran T500. At concentrations of 5-7%, dextran spherical cell doublets and convex-ended cell agglutinates are formed. When adhesion occurs in polylysine (MW 14,000) or in polyethylene glycol (MW 8,000) only spherical cell doublets or convex-ended cell clumps occur. The final cell movement completing the formation of these adhesion products takes place over time scales of the order of 1s. In this work, quantitative consideration is given to the extent to which repulsion between adhesion-inducing macromolecules associated with the glycocalyx and those free in solution can influence adhesion through a phase separation effect. It is shown for cells in dextran and in polylysine that the forces associated with this repulsion are of the same order of magnitude as the electrostatic interactions between cells.